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Option Wizard™ Online 2000 Adds New
One-Click Watch List for Stocks, Options

CHICAGO -- Option Wizard™ Online 2000 adds a new drop-down box that provides

automatic options analysis for 20 ticker symbols.  As a result, options analysis has never been faster

or easier.

Here’s how it works.

In worksheet XYZ20, enter 20 ticker symbols, stocks and/or indices:  e.g. AOL, AMZN,

BRCM, $INDU, etc.

Select "Refresh Data".  Accessing pcquote.com, Option Wizard Online gets full name and

price data, last sale price, (and not shown here) net change, open, high, low, volume, time, number

of outstanding shares and market capitalization.
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Jump to worksheet Option Wizard Analytics, select any of the 20 tickers from a drop

down list.

Option Wizard Online 2000 accesses last sale price and volatilities to provide

comprehensive options analysis:  fair value option price, 110 price-time variants, percent-to-

double, in-the-money probabilities, delta, gamma, vega, theta, rho, 20-50-100 day historical

volatilites and current and calculated implied volatility (the latter with one button click).

The new drop-down box is available in Option Wizard Online Real Time or Option

Wizard Online Delay.  Option Wizard Online Real Time accesses PC Quote MarketSmart

perhaps the best value in Real Time (snapshot) financial data:  $9.95 per month (plus exchange

fees)

A free and fully functional delay trial is available at     http://option-wizard.com.   

Option Wizard debuted on the worldwide web in August, 1995, and quickly won a

worldwide audience of adherents who wish to do options analytics and technical analysis in a

familiar and customizable Microsoft Excel environment.  (Microsoft Excel is the program of

choice among many top Wall Street institutional financial and options analysts because it can be

customized.)  The Option Wizard web site offers a world of options information and links.

Contact:  Option Wizard™, Sarkett & Associates, Inc., 485 Sunset Road, Winnetka, IL

60093, 847.446.2222.  Fax:  941.659.8157 or 603.754.2565.  Web site: http://option-

wizard.com.  Email:     info@option-wizard.com     .
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Caption.  Option Wizard Online harnesses the full power of the Internet for options

analysis in Microsoft Excel 97 or better.  Another component  --  Backtest Wizard (not shown

here) -- updates 200 days of historical stock prices and generates customizable buy-sell signals . . .

with the click of a single button.
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